CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT

This statement includes the confidentiality policy of ISO WEB (ISTANBUL CHAMBER OF INDUSTRY). By visiting the ISO WEB site, you accept applying the following conditions and rules.

During membership and use or later, ISO WEB can request some personal information from you. It is the utmost priority for ISO to protect your personal information and maintain your confidentiality. Therefore, the information you provide shall not be used for any reason whatsoever except for the rules and objectives stated in the Membership Agreement and shall not be shared with third parties.

In order for the identification of the system-related problems and the immediate elimination of the said problems, ISO WEB identifies and uses the IP addresses of users when necessary. IP addresses can also be used to generally define users and collect comprehensive demographic information.

You are considered to have agreed to accept this statement and to comply therewith.
USER AGREEMENT

General conditions for using the web site, general rules and legal responsibilities pertaining thereto

It is recommended that the User Agreement which includes the below-stated conditions, rules and legal responsibilities are read before using ISO WEB (http://www.iso.org.tr/).

In the case that the stated conditions are not appropriate for you, please do not use the ISO WEB site. You accept the conditions written on these pages by using the web site and filling in the form which contains your personal information. ISO reserves the right to update the contents of this legal notice page whenever it pleases and recommends all users to visit the legal notice page on every log-in.

1. Rules on Use and Security

ISO WEB is open to all its members. The services provided on the web site are free of charge as long as it is not stated otherwise. In the below-stated conditions, the administrators can prevent the member from using the web site and they reserve all their legal rights against the individual(s) who take part in the following actions:

1.a. Entering false, irregular, incomplete and misleading information on the web site and information which contains expressions that do not comply with public morality and that clash with the laws of the Republic of Turkey

1.b. Copying the web site content partly or completely without permission

1.c. The user is directly responsible for all types of losses to arise from the sharing of information such as user names and passwords assigned to or set by the users and of the rights of use with third parties or organizations (and the use of such information by third parties apart from the user). In the same way, the user cannot use personal information such as an IP address, electronic mail address and user name that belong to someone else nor can he/she access to or use confidential information of other users without permission. The user accepts all types of legal and criminal liabilities to arise from such use.

1.d. ISO reserves all rights including but not limited to blocking access to the web site in cases where certain software is used, activities are carried out or attempted to threaten the security of the web site and to prevent the functioning of the web site and of the software used and information is retrieved, deleted and/or changed.

1.e. The content and all legal rights of ISO WEB site belong to ISO and the use, distribution and copying thereof without permission are prohibited.

2. Use of Content

2.a. The visual and written content provided on ISO WEB are for personal use. ISO WEB is the owner or license holder for all materials (“Materials”) in its content including all domain names, logos, icons and demonstrative, electronic, graphical or machine-readable technical data, the sales system applied, the business methodology and the business model and for the intellectual and industrial property rights pertaining thereto and these materials and rights are under legal protection. They cannot be used for commercial or personal purposes without permission or reference as long as it is not stated otherwise. It is prohibited to publish on another medium or web site any item that appears on this web site or to provide links without the permission of ISO.
2.b. The rights of the software used for the design of these pages and the establishment of the database belong to ISO. The copying or use of the said software is strictly prohibited.

2.c. The rights pertaining to all comments, suggestions and criticism submitted on ISO WEB belong to ISO and these can be used by ISO for marketing purposes if desired.

3. Responsibilities

3.a. The information regarding the visiting users (duration and time of visit, pages displayed) is monitored in order to provide them with better service. Such information is shared with the firms we cooperate with for advertisement, publicity and promotion, etc. in order to expand and improve content while abiding by the confidentiality conditions. The objective is to improve both the experience the web site offers to its users and ISO WEB itself as a whole.

3.b. Any ISO WEB user can start using the ISO WEB site by first completing the relevant fields for registration and confirming his/her e-mail address and then entering his/her electronic mail address and password on the condition that they conform to the conditions stated in this agreement hereby.

3.c. While using the ISO WEB site and its services, the user agrees to conform to the Turkish Criminal Code, Turkish Commercial Code, Law on Intellectual and Artistic Works, Decrees in the Force of Law and regulations pertaining to the Protection of Brand and Patent Rights, Turkish Code of Obligations and other relevant legislation in addition to all types of announcements and notifications to be published by ISO WEB in relation to its services. All types of legal, criminal and financial responsibility to arise due to the use of the web site in a way to violate these notifications and legislation shall rest by the user.

3.d. If it is found out that the user does not comply with the liabilities stated in this agreement hereby or the general rules stated on ISO WEB site, the use of ISO WEB by the user can be blocked for a definite or indefinite period of time and/or his/her account can be closed by ISO.

3.e. The user cannot engage in behavior which prevents or complicates the use of ISO WEB by other users and visitors nor can he/she overstrain/lock the servers or databases by uploading automatic programs. The user cannot attempt fraud. If he/she does, he/she agrees that his/her membership will be terminated and all types of legal and criminal responsibilities to arise be borne by him/her.

3.f. It is the responsibility of individuals themselves to back up messaging with ISO WEB and it is recommended by ISO to do so. ISO cannot be held responsible for the loss, deletion or damaging of messages due to the fact that they are not backed up.

3.g. The user cannot delete or remove from any material copied or printed from ISO WEB the annotations falling within the scope of Copyright, Trademark and all types of Laws on Intellectual and Artistic Works.

3.h. A membership can be canceled and an account can be deleted by the user over ISO WEB. The authority of a user who canceled his/her membership to log in to the web site shall be revoked.
3.i. The decision whether to delete all types of entries pertaining to a user account terminated by ISO WEB or the user itself rests by ISO. The user cannot claim any rights or damages for the deleted entries.

3.j. The relations of the users with each other or third persons fall within the responsibility of the relevant individuals.

3.k. ISO WEB may include links or references to other web sites which are not controlled by itself. ISO shall not be responsible for the contents of these web sites or for other links they include.

3.l. ISO reserves the right to use all information linked to your user account for its own activities on the condition that the conditions for use, the principles of confidentiality and the legal regulations in force are conformed to.

3.m. Certain parts of the web site may include rules and liabilities specific and unique to that part. Persons and organizations using those parts are considered to have agreed these rules stated in advance.

3.n. To read the measures we have taken in order to protect the personal information and confidentiality of our users and our general policy on this matter, please go over the section “Confidentiality Policy”. From the moment he/she starts using the service, the user agrees that he/she will be considered to have accepted all provisions of this User Agreement and that the agreement will be binding over them. The user agrees to compensate for, in kind, all types of damages to be incurred by ISO due to any action violating the liabilities undertaken by this agreement hereby. ISO has the right to recourse in kind to the user all types of damages and/or administrative/judicial fines it may have to pay to public agencies and/or third persons due to the behavior of the user violating the agreement.

4. Rights and Liabilities of ISO

4.a. ISO accepts and undertakes that the user will be provided with the advantage of benefiting from services which are the subjects of this agreement when there are no technical failures. In cases when it is found out that the user causes any electronic sabotage or attack to prevent the proper functioning of ISO WEB site or when official bodies submit an official criminal complaint or an official request for investigation against the member, ISO WEB shall have the right to make inquiries and disclose the identity information of the member concerned.

4.b. ISO can make unilateral changes to this agreement hereby without any notice in advance in order to ensure the continuity of the services it undertakes. ISO shall always have the unilateral right to temporarily or permanently stop, change the contents of or cancel the service it provides. In the case of any change, ISO shall publish on the web site the updated conditions for use under the same link but with a new date and also notify its users via e-mail if it deems necessary. The renewed and updated conditions for use shall be valid from the moment they are published on ISO WEB and the use of ISO WEB site or its services shall be subject to the renewed conditions for use from that moment on.

In the case of the use of the web site in a way to violate the provisions of this agreement hereby, the membership of the violating member can be terminated unilaterally by ISO without any notification.

5. Entry of the Agreement into Force
The user shall be deemed to have agreed to comply with the ISO WEB agreement from the moment he/she completes and confirms the registration form or benefits from any service or makes a payment by using this system. The agreement shall automatically abate without need for any notification upon the termination of membership or the occurrence of any of the reasons for cancellation stated in this agreement hereby.

6. Authorized Court and Settlement of Disputes

Courts and Enforcement Offices of Istanbul are given authority in the settlement of disputes which may arise from the execution of this agreement.

7. Notification Addresses

7.a. The electronic mail address provided by the member on ISO WEB shall be deemed to be the electronic mail address from which the official address for all types of notifications pertaining to this agreement may be requested.

7.b. As long as the parties do not inform the opposite party in writing in 3 (three) days on the changes to their current electronic mails, they accept that the requests placed to the former electronic mails will be valid and be deemed to have been submitted to themselves in person.

7.c. It shall also be deemed that all types of notifications to be made by the ISO WEB user by using the registered electronic mail address has been received by the user 1 (one) day after the sending of the electronic mail by ISO. The user declares, agrees and undertakes that he/she has read, understood and accepted all the articles on this participation agreement and that he/she confirms the accuracy of the information he/she provided on his/her person.